Gene regulatory interactions that shape developmental processes can often can be inferred from microarray analysis of gene expression, but most computational methods used require extensive datasets that can be difficult to generate. Here, we show that maximumentropy network analysis allows extraction of genetic interactions from limited microarray datasets. Maximum-entropy networks indicated that the inflammatory cytokine TNF-␣ plays a pivotal role in Schwann cell-axon interactions, and these data suggested that TNF mediates its effects by orchestrating cytoplasmic movement and axon guidance. In vivo and in vitro experiments confirmed these predictions, showing that Schwann cells in TNF ؊/؊ peripheral sensory bundles fail to envelop axons efficiently, and that recombinant TNF can partially correct these defects. These data demonstrate the power of maximum-entropy network-based methods for analysis of microarray data, and they indicate that TNF-␣ plays a direct role in Schwann cell-axon communication.
A s the density of genetic regulatory information increases, so does the importance of identifying pivotal molecules that regulate complex processes. Perturbation of these molecules provides insight into the relationship between development processes and therapeutic possibilities. Although a variety of techniques are used to categorize genes transcription profiles in order to determine aggregate patterns, most provide little insight into inferred gene network interactions (1) (2) (3) . Undersampled datasets perform poorly under the model-constraining assumptions in linear models such as Bayesian or relevance networks (4, 5) . Maximum-entropy networks are used to successfully represent complex interactions in diverse nonequilibrium systems, including genetic and neural networks based on pairwise interactions (6, 7) . This method is predicated upon constructing a network topology from pairwise interactions that uses a modified maximum-entropy approach to empirically explain the resulting transcriptional profile. Previous studies of maximum-entropy networks to represent genetic transcriptional information confirm the utility of the approach and suggest hypotheses for further experimental exploration (6, 8, 9) .
We have adapted this method to analyze the genetic network of peripheral nerve development by using dorsal root ganglia (DRG) cocultures, followed by a rapid screen for motor or sensory dysfunction using available transgenic mice. This was followed by in vivo sciatic nerve assessment, and in vitro studies in the DRG coculture system (Fig. 1) . Studies have shown that genetic networks contain network hubs, where relationships between genes and the number of linkages between is logarithmic (8, 10) . The network hubs we identified were enriched with genes encoding proteins known to play a role in the nervous and immune systems, including TNF. This target list was unique to the modified maximum-entropy approach and indicated that the inflammatory cytokine TNF-␣ plays a pivotal role in Schwann cell-axon interactions. Local network information suggested that TNF mediates its effects by orchestrating cytoplasmic movement and axon guidance. Patients receiving anti-TNF therapy experience nervous system pathologies (11) . Although this has been largely attributed to the sequelae of an immune response, an alternative hypothesis is that nervous system tissues that use these molecules for communication are disrupted (12, 13) . Indeed, these hypotheses are not mutually exclusive.
Based on the first-degree network of TNF, we speculated that TNF could play a role in axonal guidance and cytoplasmic extension. Studies of TNF localized in Schwann cell cytoplasm (14) and expressed in an autocrine and local paracrine fashion (15) have shown that TNF can directly modulate synaptic scaling in the spinal cord (16) . We reported that TNF Ϫ/Ϫ transgenic mice experienced sensory latency and had impaired Schwann cell to multiaxon interactions in in vivo and in vitro DRG coculture systems. We showed that anti-TNF antibody can induce similar dysfunction in wild-type cocultures, leading to a concomitant disruption of Netrin-1 and TNF receptor 1 localizations. Finally, we showed that impaired Schwann cell-axonal interactions can be partially restored with recombinant TNF (rTNF). These data demonstrate the utility of maximum-entropy network-based methods for analysis of microarray data and indicate that modulation of the TNF-␣ pathway may serve a therapeutic role in peripheral nerve sensory disorders.
had, and found it to be consistent ( Fig. 1C) (8, 10, 20) . The nodes with the greatest number of links were consistent if the covariance cutoff score was set at 2 or 3 SDs, indicating that the network structure was stable (Table S1 ). The DRG coculture network hubs include netrin-1, Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 2, EDARassociated death domain, and TNF, members of the NF-B transcriptional network (21) (22) (23) (24) , which is involved in neurite outgrowth, axon insulation, and the activation of Schwann cells (25, 26) . These data indicated that the network analysis approach yields groups of functionally related genes and some with known function in peripheral nerve development.
TNF Is a Network Hub in Peripheral Nerve Development That Links
Cellular Processes. TNF emerged as a highly linked node as the covariance cutoff stringency increased (Table S1 ). In comparison, TNF appeared as 179th of 200 genes in conventional variance analysis (Table S2 ), making it unlikely that it would have been a priority for further exploration. Previous studies have shown that TNF is involved in the activation of Schwann cells, long-term potentiation of sensory nerve fibers after injury, and the development of neuropathic pain (27) (28) (29) . We isolated the first-degree neighbors of TNF in the model network and explored the literature for known interactions with TNF or TNF-related signaling networks (Fig. S2) . Of the 11 genes in the local TNF network, 2 major groups of genes with related signaling components emerged on an axis of decreasing connectedness to other local TNF network genes. The group with a greater degree of network connectedness with TNF was related to NF-B, which has a well characterized role in the transcriptional regulation of peripheral nerve development. This group included netrin-1, which plays a role in axon guidance. The second group included genes related to networks involved in cytoplasmic extension, enervation, and Schwann cell function (Table S3) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) . TNF is more tightly connected with the first group at the more fundamental level of transcriptional control related to NF-B, compared with the cellular effectors represented in the second group, suggesting that TNF is a network node that intersects with these 2 groups. These results suggested that we should investigate the relevance of TNF in peripheral nerve function. To assess the role of TNF in peripheral nerve function, we sought to determine whether TNF Ϫ/Ϫ mice had any phenotypic neurological defects. The rotarod test integrates motor and proprioceptive aspects of peripheral nerve function. There were no significant differences in performance ( Fig. 2A) . Studies indicated that anti-B A TNF neutralizing antibody reduces peripheral nerve sensory function in pain models as well as in normal patients (27, 28, (36) (37) (38) , potentially through ion channels in nociceptive neurons (13) . We directly assessed sensory function in response to thermal stimuli by using the hot plate test. Wild-type mice withdraw their paws significantly faster than TNF Ϫ/Ϫ mice (P ϭ 0.0082), indicating that TNF Ϫ/Ϫ mice experience sensory latency (Fig. 2B ). This defect in the TNF Ϫ/Ϫ mice suggests an abnormality in the Remak bundles that contain unmyelinated axons that carry sensory information. (D) The number of axons directly juxtaposed with Schwann cells was significantly higher in TNF Ϫ/Ϫ cocultures (n ϭ 9; P ϭ 0.0012). (E) The number of axons enveloped by the same Schwann cell (as quantified in D) cytoplasm was significantly higher in wild-type cocultures (n ϭ 9; P ϭ 0.009; ** , P Ͻ 0.01.
ence, and we found significantly that in TNF Ϫ/Ϫ Remak bundles, there was a greater variation in axonal size (F test, P Ͻ 0.00001) (Fig. 3A) but not in axon circularity (F test, P Ͻ 0.07534), which was done as a control for morphological defects that could arise during fixation and EM preparation (Fig. 3B) . Closer examination of the Remak bundles revealed poor incorporation of axons in Schwann cell cytoplasm and incomplete ensheathment (Fig. 3C) . These results suggested that TNF is involved in the process of axonal ensheathment by Schwann cell cytoplasm as well as modulation of axonal size, supporting previous molecular studies describing local interactions between Schwann cells and axons (39) .
Nonmyelinating Schwann Cells in TNF ؊/؊ DRG Cocultures Do Not
Efficiently Incorporate Axons. To investigate the relationship between Schwann cells and axons, we generated DRG cocultures from TNF Ϫ/Ϫ mice and wild-type mice for analysis by EM (Fig. 4A ). Both TNF Ϫ/Ϫ and wild-type mature DRG cocultures contained myelinated axons and Schwann cells with multiaxon relationships. Schwann cells can myelinate 1 axon or envelop multiple nonmyelinated axons. These latter Schwann cells are characterized by the envelopment of multiple, circular axons with short cytoplasmic extensions at the leading edge in wild-type cocultures (Fig. 4B) . In TNF Ϫ/Ϫ cocultures, multiple unmyelinated axons are juxtaposed with Schwann cells that have extensive cytoplasmic extensions rather than enveloped into the cytoplasm (Fig. 4C) . The axons also appeared to be irregularly shaped, with wide size variation. The number of axons juxtaposed with and enveloped in the cytoplasm of nonmyelinating Schwann cells were assessed for significant difference. Wild-type Schwann cells had fewer axons juxtaposed with them compared with TNF Ϫ/Ϫ mice (1.0 vs. 4.3, P ϭ 0.0012; n ϭ 9) (Fig. 4D) . These same wild-type Schwann cells had more axons enveloped in their cytoplasm than those in the TNF Ϫ/Ϫ coculture (8.1 vs. 2.0, P ϭ 0.009; n ϭ 9) (Fig. 4E) . These results suggest that there was a decrease in functional interaction between nonmyelinating Schwann cells and axons in the absence of TNF.
The Administration of Anti-TNF Antibody Disrupts Nonmyelinating
Schwann Cell-Axon Interactions. Studies have shown that blocking TNF receptors mediates a decrease in sensory function in models of thermal, mechanical, and neuropathic pain sensitization (12, 37, 38) . We speculated that the mechanism of decreased pain is due to disruptions in Schwann cell-multiaxon interactions. We explored the effect of saturating quantities of TNF-blocking antibody for different durations (added at days Ϫ3, Ϫ1, and 0; IgG antibody was added on day Ϫ3) in the wild-type coculture system before the addition of ascorbic acid (time 0) according to the timeline shown in Fig. 5A . The number of axons juxtaposed with Schwann cells was significantly higher when TNF-blocking antibody was added at day Ϫ3 compared with control antibody (day Ϫ3, 3.44 vs. 0.44; P ϭ 0.0005; n ϭ 9) (Fig. 5B) . Conversely, the number of axons enveloped by Schwann cells was significantly lower (day Ϫ3, 1.0 vs. 9.67; P Ͻ 0.0001; n ϭ 9) (Fig. 5C ).
Electron micrographs of nonmyelinating Schwann cell-axon interactions in the presence of IgG or anti-TNF antibody are shown in Fig. 5D , depicting the increase in juxtaposed axons and decrease in enveloped axons when the TNF pathway was disrupted. To understand the spatial localization of TNF in relation to Schwann cells and neurons, we performed immunofluorescence with IgG and TNF-blocking antibody (day Ϫ3) treatment. In the presence of a control antibody, Schwann cells and neurons overlapped, and TNF was found in localized plumes next to the cells. In contrast, Schwann cells and neurons did not overlap in the presence of TNF-blocking antibody, and TNF was present diffusely in relation to cells (Fig. 5D) . The expression of netrin-1 and TNF receptor 1 is correlated to NF-B transcription (40, 41) . The localization of netrin-1 in relation to TNF and TNF receptor 1 was examined to determine the validity of a network-predicted relation. In the presence of a control antibody, netrin-1 was present in localized aggregates, whereas the TNF receptor 1 was relatively diffuse, and this relationship was inverted in the presence of TNF-blocking antibody (Fig. 5E) . Together, these findings indicate that TNF signaling and netrin-1 might act in concert to mediate Schwann cell-axonal interactions is a valid assumption, along with the involvement of TNF receptor 1. These data suggested that the TNF signaling pathway is a necessary component of physiologic Schwann cell-axonal interactions and that it is specifically disrupted in the presence of TNF-blocking antibody. To determine whether impaired Schwann cell-multiaxon interactions in TNF Ϫ/Ϫ could be restored, we added rTNF in 10-fold dilution (5, 0.5, and 0.05 ng/mL) to cocultures at day Ϫ3 until fixation at day ϩ9 (Fig. 6A) . The addition of 5 ng/mL rTNF resulted in significantly fewer axons juxtaposed with Schwann cells compared with 0.5 and 0.05 ng/mL (P ϭ 0.025 and P ϭ 0.044, respectively; n ϭ 9) (Fig. 6B) .
Conversely, the addition of 5 ng/mL rTNF resulted in significantly more axons enveloped in Schwann cells compared with 0.5 ng/mL (P ϭ 0.028; n ϭ 9) (Fig. 6C ). Electron micrographs of Schwann cell-axonal interactions with 0.5 ng/mL depicted Schwann cell cytoplasmic extensions enveloping an axon (Fig. 6D Inset, dashed black line) adjacent to a fully incorporated axon. With 5 ng/mL rTNF, the Schwann cell cytoplasm continued to encircle multiple axons (Fig. 6D Inset, solid black arrows) rather than fully incorporating it. Increasing concentrations of rTNF partially disrupted TNFR1 clusters (red) and resulted in partial netrin-1 (blue) clustering, indicating that rTNF administration does not fully restore TNF Ϫ/Ϫ cocultures to match wild-type markers (Fig. 6E ). These data indicated that initial Schwann cell-axon interactions of recognition and envelopment are mediated by TNF and that further incorporation of axons into the Schwann cell cytoplasm was mediated by other factors.
Discussion
In this study, gene candidate predictions made employing maximum-entropy networks are experimentally confirmed to reveal functional information, suggesting that this a useful approach to understanding complex interactions using existing or new microaray data. Maximum-entropy analysis of microarray data differs from clustering because it moves beyond covariance to describe the interrelated structure of complex systems, such as gene networks. Previous microarray datasets used to explore the utility of maximum-entropy analysis in genetic networks have either been periodic, heavily sampled, or include transcriptional profiles that vary far greater than Ϸ2-to 3-fold (6); we were encouraged by the presence of genes with known or tangentially related function to nervous system development, function, or attendant cellular processes. In the in vitro DRG coculture model system, we showed that TNF is a predicted component of normal maturation of Schwann cell-neuronal interactions via maximum-entropy network analysis.
The availability of transgenic mice and molecular tools made TNF an obvious choice for exploring the relationship between a cytokine in the context of endogenous peripheral nerve function. Further analysis of the first-degree TNF network implicated NF-B transcriptional pathways as well as downstream cytoplasmic motor function, providing sufficient information to construct a hypothesis in concert with published literature. We demonstrated that TNF Ϫ/Ϫ mice have increased latency to thermal stimuli and normal motor function, suggesting that there would be abnormalities in the Remak bundles of sciatic nerves. The spatial constraints of an organized tissue provide structural boundaries that can minimize the effects of dysfunctions that would be more apparent in cell culture. Through histologic and DRG coculture analysis of TNF Ϫ/Ϫ mice by electron microscopy, we demonstrated that Schwann cell-multiaxonal interactions were disrupted. These data suggest that TNF mediates communication between Schwann cells and axons in concert with associated signaling networks during peripheral nerve development. This is underscored by partial restoration of Schwann cell-axon interactions in TNF Ϫ/Ϫ cocultures in the presence of rTNF. The pursuit of TNF was also motivated by clinical studies of anti-TNF antibody treatment that implicate TNF's role in the nervous system as secondary to immune reactions, whereas experimental studies have shown that TNF is capable of acting as a primary effector of nervous system function. We found that administration of anti-TNF antibody in the in vitro DRG coculture system recapitulated the effects of the TNF Ϫ/Ϫ mice, suggesting that it is possible to induce impaired sensory function by modulating access to TNF signaling networks between nonmyelinating Schwann cells and axons.
These findings indicate that patients undergoing systemic administration of anti-TNF antibody should be carefully monitored for the management of neuropathies that emerge during the course of treatment. The availability of TNF neighborhood networks in conjunction with known signaling transduction pathways will facilitate the elucidation of relevant temporal and spatial molecular interactions.
The maximum-entropy network we describe to explore the role of TNF can be applied broadly to the richly available microarray data of complex processes to provide an entry to understanding relevant molecular relationships. The network we describe in this study has been limited to the 500 most variant genes during the 48 h after the triggering of a maturation process between 2 dominantly represented cell types. As the time boundaries and experimental conditions change, variant network maps will emerge. If these variant networks are mapped in relation to each other, it will be possible to better understand the common molecular network features that underlie complex processes across tissues. In the meantime, screening of predicted gene candidates should be informed by the availability of resources, cost of exploration, and clinical relevance. We suggest that to exercise the utility of preexisting microarray data, entropy should be maximized as part of an orderly process. Network Analysis. For microarray data, the expression levels of genes at time t can be considered to be a vector, x, of n genes. Sampling gene expression levels at different times leads to a distribution over these vectors, which describes the behavior of the network. One simplification is to assume that the behavior of the network is determined completely by interactions between pairs of genes and not by any higher interactions (such as interactions between triplets). As shown by Lezon et al. (6) , the matrix of interaction strengths M between genes is simply the inverse of the covariance matrix of the expression levels of these genes. In our analysis, we normalized and then averaged the raw expression data by using Illumina software. Further analyses were performed by using custom software written in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA). We selected only those genes that are reliably detected at all time points with a detection P value Ͼ0.9. Expression levels for each gene are rendered relative to baseline by subtracting out expression levels at time 0. We then select the n genes (typically 200 -500) whose expression level has the highest variance over the course of the experiment. This forms an N-by-t array, X, of n genes, sampled at t times. We calculate the covariance matrix of this array C ij , which describes the variance of each gene i with every other gene j. Because this matrix is generally noninvertible, we calculate the pseudoinverse, M ij , which contains the interaction strengths for each gene i with every other gene j. To determine which genes have a significant interaction, we threshold the interaction strengths: interactions that are 2 or 3 SDs above (or below) the mean are counted as positive (or negative) interactions. The network was visualized by using Cytoscape software (National Institutes of Health) using spring-embedded and degree-weighted views without considering the directionality of interactions. This approach is considered a ''modified maximum-entropy'' approach because the dataset is first filtered by variance to limit the scope of calculation.
Materials and Methods
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